GLANCE terminals (1) have been interfaced to the PDP-11/45 computer (2) and programmed to run under the UNIX time-sharing system both as "login" terminals and as general-purpose graphic devices. Each terminal has two local display memories consisting of 2K 16-bit words each. One memory is a character memory, which may be loaded with any character set which the user wishes to use; the other is a display list memory which controls the display sequence. The display list may contain vectors as well as characters. The terminals are currently being used for the following purposes:

1. editing of text files using a simple line-editor
2. display of "TPLOT-like" plots (hard copies may be obtained by a connection to STARE on the HIS-0070 computer)
3. scanning of ASCII file contents (backward and forward)
4. preparation of documents using "NROFF" and a paginating GLANCE "filter" program
5. display of user-definable character sets

This document describes the characteristics of the GLANCE terminal in enough detail to enable users to write their own application programs. Currently available application programs are described to serve both as a user's guide for the GLANCE terminal and as a guide for writing further programs. Enhancements to some of the application software described here are currently being programmed.
Introduction

This memo describes the pertinent features of a general purpose graphics terminal interfaced to the PDP-11/45 computer and programmed to run under the UNIX operating system as a general "login" terminal and a general-purpose graphics device. This particular terminal, the GLANCE scope, has been used for a number of years on the 516 TSS systems at Bell Laboratories (3). Included in the various user application programs which have been written for the 516 TSS system are a display editor (4) and a general purpose plotting facility (5). The GLANCE terminals are interfaced to the Honeywell DDP-516 computer through a serial I/O loop (6) which permits one to station the terminals at remote locations up to 1000 feet apart.

The loop has recently been re-designed (2) and interfaced to the PDP-11 family of computers through the DR11-C (7). The loop can support up to 63 nodes. It now supports two GLANCE terminals as well as four PDP-11 mini-computers on the PDP-11/45 computer
in Dept. 1352. Some of the software packages which have been written for 516 TSS have being re-written to run under the UNIX time-sharing system. The GLANCE terminal has other capabilities than those associated with a tty terminal and these have been and will be further exploited.

This document contains information on the GLANCE terminal itself as well as a user's guide to the application software available. The following aspects are discussed:

(1) details of the I/O loop to which the GLANCE terminals are attached (from a user's point of view)
(2) capabilities of the GLANCE terminal itself
(3) software written to support the GLANCE terminal under the UNIX time-sharing system as a general "login" terminal.
(4) a user's guide to the application programs written to support the development of further software for the GLANCE terminal.
(5) future plans for the GLANCE terminal.

A note on nomenclature is included here. Five types of "commands" are described in this document. First, there are "loop commands" which control the operation of the I/O loop and its interface to the computer. Second, there are "node commands" which control the operation of a node on the I/O loop (a node is the interface between the I/O loop and a terminal). Third, there are "terminal commands", which instruct the terminal to perform some action. Fourth, there are "display commands", which are the
data in the display memory which determine the display sequence. Fifth, there are "system commands" which may be issued by a program running under the UNIX operating system. An effort has been made to use the appropriate command labels whenever the type of command under consideration is not clear from the context.

**High Speed Serial I/O Loop**

The serial input-output loop has been designed as an extended I/O bus for connecting devices to the DEC PDP-11 UNIBUS. The loop is capable of driving various devices up to 1000 feet apart along a single coaxial cable. Each device is interfaced to the loop via a send/receive station at a "node". Parity generation and checking is provided at each node. The loop will support up to 63 nodes.

Messages sent around the loop consist of a header (8 bits), data (16 bits) and some parity bits. A message requires about 12 micro-seconds to go around the loop. A comparison of the message sent with that received or a check of the parity status bits will determine whether an error occurred during transmission. When the loop is not being used for data transmission it is placed in an automatic polling mode, which repeatedly scans the nodes for a service request (interrupt). Upon receiving a service request, the automatic polling terminates and the computer may read the requesting node number from the loop interface.

Interactions with the loop are of four types, i.e. four different "loop commands" may be loaded in the header which consists
of 2 bits of opcode and 6 bits of node identification number. Each such interaction involves sending and/or receiving a message on the loop. The four "loop commands" are:

- 00  write command
- 01  read status
- 02  write data
- 03  read data

The use of these commands are covered in a later section. The following four mask bits are associated with each node:

- 0001 awake interrupt enabled
- 0010 write interrupt enabled
- 0100 read interrupt enabled
- 1000 status interrupt enabled.

These bits determine which loop transactions will cause an interrupt on the loop. For each device on the loop the appropriate command will determine which interrupts are enabled at any given time. By reading the status of the node at interrupt time, one can determine the reason for the interrupt. The 16-bit status word for the node is structured as follows (LSB to MSB):

- 0 - 5  device name
- 6 - 7  which bits are enabled
- 8 - 9  reason for interrupt
- 10-15  device status.

The device name is a unique 6-bit code for each type of device on the loop. The device status bits are unique for each device on the loop. However, bit 15 is always up for "power on" at the node. The read and write data "loop commands" receive from or send to the node a 16-bit data word. One may read the status of the loop interface after a transaction to determine whether there was an error in transmission. This status word is to be
distinguished from the status of the node itself. The reader is referred to reference 2 for further details.

**GLANCE Terminal**

The GLANCE terminal is a general purpose graphics terminal consisting of a display screen 9 inches wide and 10.5 inches high with a keyboard and 8 buttons located directly below the display screen. It is interfaced to a node on the I/O loop. The terminal itself has two fast-access read/write memories (2K 16-bit words each) one of which contains character definitions, and the other contains the display list from which the display is refreshed.

The GLANCE memories may be written or read under control of a 16-bit terminal command word, which contains an address in the 12 most significant bits and a command opcode in the 4 least significant bits:

```
terminal command

05    write memory 1 starting at address
07    write memory 2 starting at address
015   read memory 1 starting at address
017   read memory 2 starting at address
```

Any one of these terminal commands is followed by one or more read data or write data node commands, as appropriate. The address register of the memory being accessed is automatically incremented after each read or write to that memory. The display is not running while commands or data are being transmitted to or from the terminal. To start the display, a "write memory 1"
command is issued which contains the address of the start of the display list. Then a special "start display" command (0221) is issued to the terminal. The display begins in character mode (see below).

The X(horizontal) and Y(vertial) display registers each contain 12 bits, which implies a display raster of 4096 x 4096 points. However, the deflection hardware is normally adjusted to a scale of 256 raster points per inch centered such that x=896 (01600) is at the left edge, x=3200 (06200) is at the right edge, y=512 (01000) is at the bottom edge, and y=3200 (06200) is at the top edge. As this implies, positive X is to the right and positive Y is up.

Memory 1 contains the display list which determines the format of the picture on the display screen. During the display sequence, the display commands are interpreted according to one of three modes: control, short vector or character. There are 16 control-mode display commands. Each command consists of a 4-bit opcode (low 4 bits) and 12 bits of data. The formats are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPCODE</th>
<th>DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0 escape to character mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>jump address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>jump address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>0 goto short vector mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>+/- delta X (invisible) manhattan vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>+/- delta Y (invisible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>+/- delta X (visible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>+/- delta Y (visible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>X (invisible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Y (invisible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(unused)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13 Y (visible)
14 brightness, scale, blink set parameter register
15 wait count (invisible) wait 250ns per count
16 wait count (visible)
17 (unused)

The brightness parameter varies from 0 (brightest) to 7 (least bright). The scale parameter varies from 0 (not displayed) to 15 (maximum size) and affects the vector and increment display commands only. The blink parameter varies from 0 (no blink) to 7 (maximum blink rate). The reader is referred to reference (9) for further details.

In short vector mode the 16 bits in a display command have the following meaning (from least significant bit to most significant bit):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bit(s) content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5 delta Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 +/- (Y), (sign, magnitude)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-12 delta X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 +/- (X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 visible/invisible (1/0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 change to control mode (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In character mode the 16-bit display command consists of two 8-bit characters. The 8 bits are used as the address of a function in memory 2 (locations 0-0377) which determines how the character is to be displayed. By convention, the character DC1 (021) is coded so as to change from character to control mode.

Memory 2 contains a character look-up table in locations 0 to 377 (octal). This table contains a function word for each character. The function word consists of a 4-bit opcode (least
significant bits) and 12 bits of data as defined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPCODE</th>
<th>DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>pointer to incremental display code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0; null, fetch next character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0; DCl, set to control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>pointer to control mode display code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The incremental mode in memory 2 treats the list as a compact string of 2- and 4-bit bytes (8,9). The following binary codes are used:

| 10     | increment x                                                          |
| 01     | increment y                                                          |
| 11     | increment x and y                                                    |
| 0000   | reverse direction of x                                               |
| 0010   | reverse direction of y                                               |
| 0011   | reverse beam intensification (on or off)                              |
| 0001   | end of character                                                     |

The control mode in memory 2 treats the list as a set of 16-bit words which are similar in format to the control commands in memory 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPCODE</th>
<th>DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0 escape (fetch next ascii char.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0 (unused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>0 (unused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>0 (unused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>+/- delta X (invisible) manhattan vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>+/- delta Y (invisible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>+/- delta X (visible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>+/- delta Y (visible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>X (invisible) load registers absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Y (invisible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0 (unused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Y (visible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>brightness, scale, blink set parameter register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>wait count wait invisible (250ns per count)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0 (unused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0 (unused)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the above discussion, the size of an increment is determined by the "scale" parameter (1 to 15 raster points). At the start of a character display, the increment directions are set positive (right and up), and the beam intensification is turned off. To display a dot, the beam intensification must be turned on and then an increment command must be given, causing the beam position first to move and then display a dot.

The GLANCE terminal has a keyboard associated with it, serving as the means for inputting characters. In addition to the keyboard, there are eight buttons located directly below the display screen which may be used for input as well. These eight buttons are assigned the octal codes, 030 to 037.

**GLANCE I/O Driver**

The GLANCE terminal is treated as a general "login" terminal under UNIX, i.e. as a general "tty" character device. Text is displayed on the screen in "scroll" mode and a "line editor" is built into the driver using the labelled buttons on the bottom of the scope screen. Each GLANCE terminal has a "tty" file associated with it as well as a "gl" file with general read/write permissions for accessing the GLANCE memories. At start-up time, the "init" process in UNIX executes "/etc/getgl" for GLANCE terminals instead of the standard "/etc/getty" for regular "tty" terminals. This program proceeds to load up memory 2 with the standard character set as defined in "/etc/cset", initializes memory 1, starts the display and then waits for the user to log
The I/O driver for GLANCE is a character device driver using the system library routines to pass characters to and from the user. The "tty" library routines are also used to perform the appropriate character queueing tasks. A "glsgetty" routine sets and gets the modes of the GLANCE terminal in much the same way as for other "tty" terminals. One word in the three word buffer passed to "glsgetty" is used to set the flag bits for the terminal, which have the same meaning as for "tty" terminals (10). However the other two words have different meanings:

```
stty  1 3 state bits
      2 not used
      3 tty flag bits

gtty  1 3 state bits
      2 node status
      3 tty flag bits
```

where the state bits are defined as follows:

```
0   0  - write data directly to GLANCE
    1  - treat terminal as a tty terminal and
         let scrolling driver display the characters

1   0  - read from GLANCE memories
    1  - read from keyboard

2   0  - write command mode
    1  - write data mode.
```

To write 100 bytes of data into memory 1 starting at address 040, the following sequence of commands in the C language may be issued:

```
stty(1,cmode);
write(1,&command,2);
stty(1,dmode);
write(1,buf,100);
```
where:

    int cmode[] = {0, 0, 0};
    int dmode[] = {4, 0, 0};
    int command = 01005; /* address 040 in 12 most significant bits */

In normal tty mode the flags are set to 0333 and the control buttons at the bottom of the screen (030-037) are not treated as text input, but act as line edit control buttons. However, putting the terminal in raw mode or no echo mode, one can read these control buttons directly.

**Line-Editing Features**

The line-editing features of the GLANCE terminal are always active when the terminal is in normal "tty" mode and being used as any other "tty" control terminal. Characters input by a user are displayed on the lowest line of text on the display screen just above the control button labels. A rectangular blinking cursor indicates where the user's next character will be displayed. When a "line-feed" or a "carriage-return" character is input, the display of text is moved up one line, the old top line (if any) is lost and the cursor appears at the beginning of the new lowest text line. Up to 48 lines of 80 characters may be displayed on the display screen at any one time.

The line-editing features are active not only in the UNIX text editor but also when any command line or data input line is being entered at the terminal keyboard. The eight edit control buttons just below the screen are labelled at the bottom of the screen as follows:
BEGLINE DELCHAR DELLINE <-- --> INSERT REMOVE ENDLINE

Four of the buttons are used as cursor control buttons. These buttons may be used to move the cursor left or right leaving the contents of the user's input line unchanged. The BEGLINE and ENDLINE buttons move the cursor to the beginning and end of the user's input line, respectively. The middle two buttons, "<--" and "-->", move the cursor one character left and right, respectively. The DELCHAR and DELLINE buttons perform the analogous functions of the UNIX editing characters, "#" and "@", respectively. The difference is that the user's input character(s) is(are) actually removed and the cursor is backed up by the appropriate number of characters. The DELCHAR button always deletes the last character of the user's input line which is not necessarily the one to which the cursor points. The other two control buttons are used to insert and remove characters at the current cursor position. The INSERT button leaves the cursor at the current position but creates a one character gap in the user's input line each time it is pushed. This enables the user to insert characters in the middle of his input line without having to erase the whole line. The REMOVE button on the other hand removes the character at the present cursor position and fills in the gap so created by moving all others characters to the right of the cursor one position to the left. This allows the user to selectively remove a character anywhere in his input line without having to erase the whole line. The TAB character is treated as a special character in that when it is input, the cursor is moved
to the next multiple of eight character positions from the beginning of the line. The TAB character is passed up to the user in his input buffer in any case. Upon removing the TAB character, the variable length gap is filled in appropriately.

Character Set Definition, Generation and Loading

A format has been specified to create character definitions for GLANCE memory 2. The format definition for one character is a line of text that begins with either an octal number or an ascii character followed by an optional number of spaces and terminated by a colon. The colon must be followed by a definition control character:

LF       - no definition (null line)
C        - control mode definition list
E        - set to control mode for memory 1
space    - incremental mode definition list

The definition of the character follows the definition control character. If the definition requires more than one line, a back slash is used to escape the newline character and the definition continues on the next line. The codes may appear in any arbitrary order. An example of the character (014) defined as a form feed to position the beam in the upper left hand corner of the screen could be done in control mode as:

014:C 40010 140011 2015 0.

To define a character in incremental mode requires giving the proper sequence of 2-bit codes. These codes may be specified as a sequence of numerical codes (base 4) or as a sequence of
single letter codes (one letter per incremental code byte). The following 7 codes are used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAR</th>
<th>CODE(base 4) MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>2 move X one increment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>1 move Y one increment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>3 move X and Y one increment each (diagonal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Ø0 reverse direction of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Ø2 reverse direction of Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Ø3 reverse beam (off-&gt;on or on-&gt;off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Ø1 end of character definition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following example shows how all this works. At the beginning of displaying a character, the beam is off and the direction of both X and Y increments is positive. Let the beam be positioned at the top left hand corner of the character matrix, in this case 6x9 according to our standard format. To display a dot, one must turn the beam on before moving the beam to that dot. The letter 'T' can be defined in any of the following ways:

T : 2032 2222 0300 0220 3311 1111 1030 0023 3331 1110 1
0124: 2032 2222 0300 0220 3311 1111 1030 0023 3331 1110 1
T : xbxxxxxxbhxxbdyyyyyyybybhvdddyyyyye
0124: xbxxxxxxbhxxbdyyyyyyybybhvdddyyyyye

Notice that the beam has been left at the top left hand corner of the next character matrix. For non-standard characters, the user is free to leave the beam in any position he desires.

Having defined the character set one must now generate the character set into a form which can be directly loaded into the character memory. Four different programs have been written to generate and load the character sets:

`mcs cdef cset`
`lcs cset`
The first one "mcs cdef cset" will read the character definitions from the file "cdef" and generate a character set in file "cset" which may be loaded directly into character memory on the GLANCE terminal. This program involves no direct reading and writing of the GLANCE memories itself. To load the character set "cset" into memory 2 from one's own GLANCE terminal, one may invoke the program "lcs cset". To load the character set "cset" into memory 2 of an arbitrary GLANCE terminal, one may invoke the program "gcs -i cset", where the option "-i" specifies which GLANCE terminal is being loaded. Sometimes it is desirable to re-define only a few characters or to define a few new characters in the character set, keeping the standard character set as well. This may be done by invoking the program "wcs cdef" to rewrite only part of the character memory. The file "cdef" is in the same format as discussed before. Since the standard character set does not use up any more than 1024 words of the character memory, the new character definitions are written into character memory starting at word 1024.

**GLANCE File Scanner**

Since a GLANCE terminal in normal "tty-like" mode displays just 48 lines of text, it is not possible to "print" a long file in one operation and see anything except the final 48 lines. Therefore a program "gfs" (GLANCE file scanner) was written to allow one to scroll through a file. Upon invoking "gfs fname",

```
gcs -i cset
cset
```
the first 48 lines of the file are displayed and the eight control buttons at the bottom are labelled as follows:

BEGFILE SCREENUP LINEUP MIDFILE LINEDN SCREENDN ENDFILE DONE

BEGFILE, MIDFILE and ENDFILE will position the 48-line display window to the beginning, middle and end of the file, respectively. SCREENUP and SCREENDN will display the next 48-line window in the file above and below the present location respectively. LINEUP and LINEDN move the display window one line up and down, respectively. One can use the repeat key to scroll the text in either direction quickly. This program enables one to scroll through a file very quickly. Spaces and tabs are converted to special characters to reduce flicker in the display.

GLANCE Filter Program

The file scanner just described is not useful when the file output must be processed before being displayed. A GLANCE filter program has been written to paginate the output so that only a single "page" (66 lines) is displayed on the screen at one time. The NEXT, DONE and STARE control buttons are designated at the lower edge of the display. The "next" page of the output may be displayed by pushing the NEXT button below the bottom of the screen. The DONE button will terminate the program. A hard copy of the "page" may be obtained by pushing the STARE button. This hard-copy feature is discussed in the next section. The GLANCE filter program may be invoked to list one's files either as:

```
gl [-l nlines] [-c cset] ls -l
```
or as:

    ls -l | gl [-l nlines] [-c cset].

The optional parameters which may be specified are "nlines" (number of lines in a page) and "cset" (a user-defined character set). The default values of these parameters are nlines = 66 and cset = "/etc/cset". One may filter the output of any program through this filter. Some other typical uses of the filter program are:

    cat file | gl
    pr file | gl
    od /dev/rp0 25000 | gl -l 40

Perhaps the most useful application of the GLANCE "filter" is that discussed in the next section of this document. Again flicker is reduced in the display by converting tabs and spaces to special characters.

Document Preparation

Documents are typically produced under the UNIX time-sharing system using the nroff program (11). Changes can be made to the source of the document by using the editor "ed" available under UNIX. Producing the output requires running nroff, usually on a hard-copy terminal. The time taken to realize that there is an error in the document may be substantial. Sometimes a special terminal may be required to produce the output, e.g. a Teletype 37 for Greek characters and half-line motions. The GLANCE filter program was written to simulate these special characters and the Greek character set. This enables one to obtain quickly a
display of any page of the document. Errors may be corrected immediately, and the document displayed again. The turn-around time for making a correction or addition to a document is reduced substantially.

Documents to be prepared using the GLANCE filter program are prepared in the same format as those to be produced for final copy on the Teletype 37 terminal or any other suitable hard-copy terminal. Half-line motions are obtained by typing "escape sequences", i.e. an ESCAPE character followed by a digit. The following three escape sequences are recognized by the program:

ESCAPE7  - produces a full space up
ESCAPE8  - produces a half space up
ESCAPE9  - produces a half space down.

Greek characters are produced, as on the Teletype 37 terminal, by the "shift out" character (CONTROLn) which enters the special character mode, and the "shift in" character (CONTROLo) which leaves it. Only the 32 characters which are produced on the Teletype 37 terminal are currently defined in the file "/etc/greek", which must be loaded by the user of the GLANCE filter program if Greek characters are to be displayed. Some examples of the use of this filter program are:

    nroff doc | gl
    nroff +6 doc.? | gl
    neqn doc.? | nroff -ms | gl -c /etc/greek

Errors in this document were quickly corrected by "glancing" through the document on a GLANCE terminal using the GLANCE filter program. An example output is attached as Figure 1 showing
half-line motions and some Greek characters.

**Plotting Facilities**

The fact that the GLANCE terminals have vector generation as well as character generation capabilities enables a user to plot arbitrary data sets in an interactive manner on the GLANCE display screen. A general-purpose plotting routine, GPlot, has been written for the GLANCE terminal to allow a user to easily plot his data sets interactively, debug the plot, i.e. change his data set, and then plot the data again. When he is satisfied with the end result, he may obtain a hard-copy by means of a connection to the STARE facility on the HIS 6070 computer.

In general, the same features are provided in GPlot as are provided by the TPlot package (12) on the HIS 6070 computer. However, some new features are provided by GPlot, since the user has control over the character generator in GLANCE. The features provided by GPlot include:

- choice of linear or log scales for x and/or y
- automatic or specified selection of x and y scale factors
- automatic selection of grid lines
- choice of grid lines or grid ticks
- ability to inhibit grid lines and specify one's own
- automatic labeling of grid lines
- choice of rectangular frame or polar graph frame
- controllable plot size (both horizontal and vertical)
- control over directions of positive X and positive Y
- automatic centering of titles and labels
- plotting of multiple curves with identification
- character or dashed-line drawing
- ability to plot an arbitrary object at any data point
- ability to place a legend below graph
- ability to place labels at any point on graph.

The user's data sets must be in the following format in the input
file for GPLOT:

    LLX LLY NGL ... ( up to 20 option parameters )
    TTL (Title)
    STL (Sub-title)
    YLB (Y-axis label)
    XLB (X-axis label)
    NCURVES (Number of curves)
    CHAR (optional character)
    NPTS (Number of data pairs)
    Data set consisting of NPTS (X,Y) pairs.
    ...

The first line of input data contains a list of up to 20 option parameters which the user may specify to control his plot. The names of these parameters are identical to those used by T PLOT where applicable. The parameters (LLX LLY NGL ARX ARY YREF LABOP) specify the grid selection options. The parameters (KO XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX) specify the scaling options. The parameters (KX KY ITYCUR NTT) specify the curve drawing options. The parameters (USEROPT CFL URSUBR LFL) are options which may be used with GPLOT that provide enhanced plotting capabilities generally not provided by T PLOT. The meanings of these parameters are listed below for reference:

    LLX  linear/log scale option X direction
    LLY  linear/log scale option Y direction
    NGL  grid line option, lines or ticks
    ARX  X direction aspect ratio
    ARY  Y direction aspect ratio
    YREF vertical reference point
    LABOP grid line labelling control
    KO   scaling option, automatic or specified
    XMIN minimum X value
    XMAX maximum X value
    YMIN minimum Y value
    YMAX maximum Y value
    KX   X or |X| or previous X array
    KY   Y or |Y| or previous Y array
    ITYCUR connection option for data points
    NTT  number of times curve is traced
    USEROPT user options
CFL  character file
URSUBR user subroutine
LFL  label file.

For complete details on the various possible values of the above listed options the reader is referred to a previous document which discusses the implementation of GPLOT on the 516 TSS time sharing system (5),(13) and to the original TPLLOT manual (11).

The GPLOT program is invoked by:

gplot gdata [+goutput]
The "gdata" file contains an arbitrary number of user data sets. Upon displaying each plot on the screen, five control buttons below the screen are labelled as:

DEBUG REWIND NEXT DONE STARE

The DEBUG button initiates a display of all of the user's specified options and other parameters to enable him to "debug" his plot, i.e to determine why his plot did not turn out the way he expected it to. By pushing the NEXT button, the next graph will be displayed if he has more data in his input file. If not, the GPLOT program will terminate. Pushing the DONE button will automatically terminate the plotting of the user's data sets. By pushing the REWIND button, the first plot of the user's data will be displayed again. To obtain a hardcopy of any one of his plots, the user may push the STARE button. This will cause the contents of both GLANCE memories to be transmitted to the HIS 6076 computer to be output on the STARE facility using a program to translate from GLANCE code to STARE code.
An optional output file "goutput" may be specified if the user wishes to write the generated display list into a file as well as in the GLANCE display list memories. This allows one to come back later and glance at the output plots by means of:

\texttt{glance goutput}

without having to go through the calculations to produce the display list again. The "glance" program displays one plot at a time and gives the user the same control as in GPlot by means of the labelled buttons on the bottom of the scope screen. Here display of the next plot is almost instantaneous. One can "glance" at plots quickly to observe differences between adjacent plots in the "goutput" file. Again one may push the STARE button to obtain selective hard copies. An example of such a hard copy is attached as Figure 2.

It is possible to generate displays on the scope screen other than those produced by GPlot. In order to obtain hard copies of these pictures, one may invoke:

\texttt{stare [-i]}

from any terminal to produce a hard copy on the central STARE facility. Here the optional parameter "i" specifies which GLANCE terminal is being referred to. For instance, one may wish to generate arbitrarily complex pictures using the character generator, pictures which cannot easily be produced by TPlot. This allows one to get hard copies of any display on a GLANCE scope screen.
Utility Programs

Some other general utility programs which have been written for the GLANCE terminals include:

dglm1 [-i] [address]
dglm2 [-i] [address]
glrst [-i]
glrstr

The programs "dglm1" and "dglm2" dump the contents of the GLANCE memories 1 and 2, respectively, starting at the octal word address specified (0 if no address is given). The option "-i" specifies the GLANCE terminal (user's terminal is default). The dump is accomplished by copying the contents of the corresponding memory into a file "glmem.1" or "glmem.2", resetting the terminal to "tty" mode and then proceeding to print out its octal contents. The user may then examine the contents of "glmem.1" or of "glmem.2" selectively using the "od" command in UNIX. The program "glrst [-i]" will re-enable the corresponding terminal if power has been turned off or it has been otherwise disabled. The program "glrstr" restores both memories of the terminal from which the program is invoked and leaves the terminal in "tty" mode. This program is typically used after a user has redefined the character set and then wishes to return to normal "tty" mode operations using the standard character set.
Conclusions

We have shown how the GLANCE terminal is being utilized under the UNIX time-sharing system as a general "login" device and a general-purpose graphics terminal. It has proven to be a very useful terminal both as a general-purpose "tty" terminal and as a graphics terminal. Currently the I/O loop on the PDP-11/45 computer in Dept. 1352 supports 2 such terminals as well as 4 PDP-11 mini-computer terminals. More GLANCE terminals are planned in the near future. However, it has become clear that these terminals present a substantial CPU load on the PDP-11/45. Therefore the UNIBUS LINK is currently being programmed to interface a PDP-11/20 computer to the PDP-11/45 to take much of the load off of the PDP-11/45 computer and transfer it to the PDP-11/20.

Further enhancements to G PLOT are planned in the near future. With the bulk of the I/O ring and GLANCE terminal driver code in the PDP-11/20, it will now be possible to program a display text editor in the PDP-11/20 with few restrictions on size of the program and its execution speed.
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class 2 \( \text{[Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P]^{2+} 3CIO\textsubscript{4}^-} \)

From the spectra in Figure 3b, one can see that class 1 \( \text{[CO}^2\text{]_{1P}} \) is characterized by a major absorption peak near 700 nm with a high energy shoulder while class 2 \( [\text{CO}^2\text{]_{2P}} \) has a nearly featureless spectrum in the 500-700 nm region.

By examination of the optical spectra of Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P (see Figure 4a) as it undergoes the electron oxidation, one can see that there is an initial 1e\textsuperscript{-} oxidation of the red Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P to [Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P\textsuperscript{2+}]. Here there is some change in the spectrum. However, upon the further oxidation of [Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P\textsuperscript{2+}] to [Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P\textsuperscript{3+} green], a porphyrin n-cation radical, there is significant change in the spectrum. This two e\textsuperscript{-} oxidized species has a spectrum that resembles the E\textsubscript{h} tetraphenylporphyrin (S4) in a class 2 compound. The n-cation radical species of [Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P\textsuperscript{3+}] was also confirmed by epr measurements.

The information gathered on these Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P compounds was used to demonstrate that the two-electron oxidized green compounds Catalase I and horseradish peroxidase (HRPI) were in fact n-cation radicals (see Figure 4b) \cite{67}. The spectrum of HRPI is similar to [Co(III)Et\textsubscript{3}P\textsuperscript{3+} 3CIO\textsubscript{4}^-] \( \text{[CO}^2\text{]_{1P}} \) class 1.

These cobalt compounds are of interest because the information obtained can be used to understand vitamin B\textsubscript{12}

The absorption spectra of vitamin B\textsubscript{12}, cyanocobalamin, and co-
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